Protect Arizona Children Petition

We, as concerned Arizona citizens … hereby petition the Arizona State Board of Education, our state legislators, our governor, and all local school boards and charter schools to ensure no instruction or materials, including highly controversial comprehensive sexuality education (CSE), be given to children in our schools:

- that could be construed to normalize or condone sexual conduct between children of minor age (whether heterosexual or homosexual),
- that include graphic or pornographic materials,
- that teach children they have sexual rights or how to "consent" to sexual acts,
- that teach unscientific gender identity theories (i.e., claiming genders or sexes exist other than male or female or that sex is fluid and can be changed).

Ensure the rights of parents are respected by requiring all public schools to:

- Make available for public review and input, at least 60 days before adoption, any new or revised sex education curriculum in its entirety.
- Make easily accessible for public review all existing sex education curricula, including any supplemental materials.
- Maintain sex ed as an elective, opt-in subject requiring parental approval.

We warn that the implementation of highly controversial and failed CSE programs in our public schools (See failure rates at SexEdReport.org) will cause many Arizona parents to either a) opt their children out of sex education entirely, resulting in fewer children receiving instruction on sexual risk avoidance, or (b) withdraw their children all together.

We further assert that our schools are not the appropriate place to push political or sexual agendas that advance divisive issues or controversial "sexual rights" at the expense of sexual health. Parents who wish to instruct their children on such issues can do so at home.

Note: Please write clearly as your email address serves as your signature on this petition.

Email address

Name

Zip code Phone

☐ Please keep me informed by Protect Arizona Children Coalition and Family Watch International regarding threats to our children and families.

☐ Add my name to the national/international Stop CSE petitions. (See StopCSE.org)

Return petitions to Protect Arizona Children Coalition c/o Family Watch International
P.O. Box 1432, Gilbert, AZ, 85299-1432, Phone: (480) 507-2664

For information on the harms of CSE, see the video at StopCSE.org

To sign this petition online go to protectarizonachildren.org
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